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Summary
This work presents a new solution to overcome the obstacle of using Hopfield Neural Network (HNN) with high level images than binary images. While HNN deals with bipolar system for direct input data, still it is not useful for gray-level or color images. Supposing for 8-bit gray-level image consists of 8-layers of bitplanes can be represented as bipolar data. Hence, it is possible to express each bitplane as single image. In this way HNN able to operate on gray level images with good results. However, storing huge data takes large space of storage. Therefore, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Huffman Coding will be used in a hybridization system with HNN for reducing the large amount of data. This can be achieved by converting the eight states of bipolar weights for a minimum size of 3-pixels vector into decimal representation to be ready for DWT and Huffman. In converging, the compressed weights will restore and reconverted into bipolar form. Experimental results showed the perfect performing of HNN for gray and color images recognition. This system tested on a large number of different samples of gray level images.
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1. Introduction

Inspired by the structure of the human brain, artificial neural networks have been widely applied to fields such as pattern recognition, optimization, coding, control, etc., because of their ability to solve cumbersome or intractable problems by learning directly from data, [1,2,3]. One of the important types of neural networks is Hopfield network, which is iterative Auto-Associative networks consisting of a single layer of fully connected processing elements. An expanded form of a common representation of the HNN is shown in figure (1). All the processing elements (Y1,Y2,…,Yn : neurons or nodes) are connected in feedback architecture with the connection weights specified in a certain way,[3].

![Fig. 1. Hopfield Neural Network Architecture](image)

If HNN is given by weights and limiting values, then the network will be in dynamic equilibrium when creates a pattern. A network can define various patterns; and can find them by different start vectors in the iteration. Corresponding to the spin-glass theory of solid state physics, such equilibrium functions in Hopfield networks are characterized by the fact, that the total energy (Hamilton function) becomes minimum. This leads here to a “Lyapunov function or energy function”, equation (1), which becomes exactly minimum, when creates a pattern. Taking minimum size of pattern (vector) of 3-pixels (elements) rather than the whole image will lead to have only eight possible states for producing weights of learning, table (1). Therefore, multi-path architecture network has to be used here, as shown in figure (2), [4].

\[ E = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} v_i v_j \]  

(1)

Where: E: energy function, \( w_{ij} \): the weight from the output neuron i to the input neuron j, and \( v \): input vector.

In table(1) the vector property is the sign of the sum of each vector state used here to create right pattern in HNN, [4,5].
As known, HNN deals only with bipolar system, but not for gray or color images unless a preprocessing operation takes place on the input data. We can solve this problem by supposing, for example, 256 gray-level image consists of 8-layers of bitplanes, each represents as bipolar data. It is possible to express each layer as single binary image for HNN, see figure (3). The 8-bit image consists of 8-layers arranged systematically in proper index in the net memory, [4,5].

If the number of neurons is \( n=3 \), we get simplest and efficient form of HNN. For 8-bit gray images, the number of neuron connections will be \( k=8 \), figures (4a and 5). The weights that resulted from learning process will look like figure (4-b). Hence, each input image consists of 8-layers corresponds to 8-layers of weights. There is no limitation for the maximum number of stored weights in HNN as it is proved empirically.

Equation(2) is general form of gray HNN, where feedback to the \( i \)th neuron is equal to the weighted sum of neuron outputs \( v_j \). Here \( w_{ij} \) is weight value connecting output of the \( j \)th neuron with input of the \( i \)th neuron, [6].

If \( n \) is the maximum number of elements in the vector \( V \), and \( k \) is the number of bits in the gray-level image, then the general form of Energy Function is:

\[
E = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} v_i v_j \right)
\]

Values produced from this equation over all possible vectors are computed for each layer and then an energy landscape with maximums and minimums can be obtained. Now we can see the usefulness of implementing this approach for gray level images; however, there is a weakness associated with this approach which is demonstrated in the next section.
2. Weakness of Gray-HNN

According to above technique, for \(N\) number of gray images of same size, HNN will operate 8 times for each image, i.e. 8 x \(N\). If we have, for instance, \(10^2\) gray images, then HNN will deal with 8 x \(10^2\) bitplanes. Therefore, there is a burden on the net memory and needs wide storage space to save the weights. Using DWT in hybridization with HNN for compressing weights of each layer can be an excellent solution to overcome this weakness.

3. DWT in Gray HNN

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) can be efficiently used in image coding applications because of their data reduction capabilities [7-12]. Basis of DWT can be composed of any function that satisfies requirements of multiresolution analysis. DWT has some properties, which makes it better choice for image compression than other approaches, especially for images on higher resolutions. A schematic diagram of using DWT with HNN is illustrated in figure (6). An input gray image is divided into 8-layers of bitplanes and each is considered as independent image. These layers will transform into weights and saved in the net memory. Considering table (1) to encode each weight in a single number instead of nine numbers, (3 x 3 array of single weight vector), by taking only the three upper elements in each matrix will help to compress all weights at 1:9 ratio. After that, applying DWT for each layer, where the code book is considered as series of data ready for second compression of Huffman Coding algorithm. Huffman coding is based on the frequency of occurrence of a data item. The principle is to use a lower number of bits to encode the data that occurs more frequently. This algorithm is briefly summarized [7,11-12]:

1. Initialization: Put all nodes in an OPEN list, keep it sorted at all times.
2. Repeat until the OPEN list has only one node left:
   (a) From OPEN pick two nodes having the lowest frequencies/probabilities, create a parent node of them.
   (b) Assign the sum of the children's frequencies/probabilities to the parent node and insert it into OPEN.
   (c) Assign code 0, 1 to the two branches of the tree, and delete the children from OPEN.

The process of Converging (Recognition) is shown in figure (7). The new system able to converge to the nearest pattern after recalling stored images (layer by layer), make Huffman decoding for DWT code book, DWT decoding for the first level, convert weight representation from the 8-states to bipolar form, and running HNN converging with the unknown gray image. The latter is expected to be degraded with noises or has missing in its information, so HNN requested for recognition and reconstruction to recall the right pattern if exists.
Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the new technique, (Learning Stage).

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the new technique, (Recognition Stage).
4. Results and Discussion

Empirically, we have found through applying this algorithm on 50 different 8-bit gray images the usefulness of using DWT and Huffman coding to optimize HNN. In order to measure the system activity, we choose 5 different 8-bit gray images that shown in figure (5), and making a comparison between weights with/without using DWT and Huffman techniques, we noticed a very good reduction and saving in storage space of stored weights of images in the net memory. In figure (9) of Appendix, the curves showed sensed differences after compressing processes. The Learning and Converging operations done almost with the same efficiency and quality in compare with the literatures. As illustrated in figure (8) of Appendix, the Converging Ratio for the selected images proportional exponentially with the amount of Noising Ratio.

5. Conclusions

Many conclusions are found according to the results can be listed below:
1. The usefulness of using HNN and DWT in gray-level images recognition which gives good results.
2. Optimization of compression ratio at DWT and Huffman coding does not affected the final results, and we save about 75% of storage space of the net memory.
3. There is no limitation to the number of 8-bit gray level images which can be stored in the net memory with the same efficiency results.
4. Using multilayer gray-level images never affects the net efficiency because each image is considered as binary sub images stored as weights by learning process in the net memory.
5. The new approach does not affect the final results at all except the consuming time which logically increased for DWT and Huffman Coding execution processes.
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Appendix

Fig. 8. Converging Ratio for the 5-different images

Fig. 9. Weights before and after using DWT